Synthesis and photophysical properties of self-assembled metallogels of platinum(II) acetylide complexes with elaborate long-chain pyridine-2,6-dicarboxamides.
A series of platinum(II) acetylide complexes with elaborate long-chain pyridine-2,6-dicarboxamides was synthesized. These metal complexes are capable of immobilizing organic solvents to form luminescent metallogels through a combination of intermolecular hydrogen bonding, aromatic π-π, and van der Waals interactions. Fibrillar morphologies were identified by TEM for these metallogels. Unique photophysical properties associated with the sol-to-gel transition have been disclosed with luminescence enhancement at elevated temperatures, which is in sharp contrast to typical thermotropic organogels or metallogels reported in the literature. Such unusual luminescence enhancement is attributed to the increased degree of freedom at higher temperatures that results in the formation of favorable molecular aggregates in the excited state through enhanced aromatic π-π and metallophilic Pt(II)···Pt(II) interactions. Structurally similar Pt-bp3 is not able to gel any common organic solvents. The inability of Pt-bp3 to form gels illustrates the importance of gelation to the macroscopic photophysical properties; Pt-bp3 does not show emission enhancement at elevated temperatures due to its low tendency to form strong aggregates in the ground state.